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PAUL’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

A childhood bedroom. Eighties music posters crinkle on 

the walls, a row of stuffed animals on a shelf. Lego Star 

Wars models jostle for space on a desk, a couple of 

swimming trophies gather dust in the corner. 

The door bursts open, and in tumbles PAUL - late-30s, 

lanky, bumbling - being VERACIOUSLY SNOGGED by 

a GIRL, late-20s. They spill into the room, all fumbling 

arms and hair and crash on to the bed.

GIRL  

Oh baby!

PAUL  

(mouth full of her hair)

Unnnggghh!

(They thrash around a bit on the bed, then 

the girl disentangles herself and takes off her 

leather jacket. Paul lies on the bed, a little 

dazed. The girl straddles Paul, and takes his 

hands in hers.)

GIRL  

You can do anything you want with me, baby. You've earned this.

(She leans down to kiss him again and he sits 

up as she strips him of his rented Moss 

Bros suit. Paul looks directly at the 

audience.)

PAUL  

It was my dad's funeral today. Apparently that's a turn on.

(The lights dim to black.)

NEXT DOOR:

HIS MUM’S ROOM - SAME

The lights rise to reveal ANOTHER BEDROOM, 

partitioned by a VERY thin wall, on the other side. 



Floral wallpaper, tasteful lighting, a big double bed in the 

centre of the room. 

In which sits PAUL's MOTHER, MARJORIE, reading, 

a pile of 'In memory of' cards on her lap. She's crying.

She looks at the empty bed next to her, the untouched, 

plumped up pillows. Reaching underneath the pillow she 

pulls out a pair of pyjamas. That makes her cry even 

more, and she hugs them to her chest, and brings them in 

close to smell them.

Pulling a face, she abruptly puts them back down.

There's a knock on the door.

She gets out of bed, pulls on a dressing gown over her 

nightie, and opens the door.

On the other side, a 60-odd year old man - ERIC - also in 

pyjamas.

ERIC

Just thought I'd check in on you, see how you were doing.

MARJORIE

Well, he's still dead, Eric.

ERIC

Of course. Can I get you anything?

MARJORIE

No, really.

ERIC

OK then.

MARJORIE

OK.

(He's about to go, when -)

MARJORIE

Thanks for coming today.
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ERIC

Oh, of course. I wouldn't miss it. Well, you know what I mean.

MARJORIE

Of course.

ERIC

Of course.

(They look at each other. And dive at each 

other's faces. The door slams, they leap on 

to the bed, the lights go down.)

BACK TO PAUL’S ROOM:

The girl has managed to get Paul's top off, and is now 

kneeling down by the side of the bed. The covers - and a 

large cuddly Ewok - obscure her from view, but we get 

what she's doing. Paul looks like he's had an electric 

shock.

PAUL

(direct to audience)

Never expected this to happen today.

(whispering)

She’s a family friend, apparently. I'm not even sure of her name! 

GIRL

You like that, baby?

PAUL

Mmmh yeah! Baby!

(to the audience)

To be fair, she clearly doesn't know mine either.

(He looks around the room.)

PAUL

My old childhood room. Not been here in a while. Mum and Dad…

(he winces a little, saying it - )

…basically kept it exactly as I left it when I went to uni. Depeche Mode on the wall. 
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Millennium Falcon. Underwear catalogues. Not very sexy. Fifteen year old me would 

have DIED if he'd known the type of porn you can get now, for free. I mean, some of it is 

an acquired taste, but also, you learn a lot. Or at least, you should. Not quite sure what to 

do now to be honest.

(The girl looks up at him and smiles.)

PAUL

I'm just going to go get a um… condom. OK?

GIRL

OK. If you want. You can just come on my tits though.

PAUL

Oh… well, um. Thank you. I'll just… get one anyway.

(He lumbers out of the room, kicking off the 

rest of his trousers on the way.)

BATHROOM - SAME

Paul sits on the toilet, head in hands.

Pulls himself together, opens the bathroom cabinet, 

rummages around. Pulls out a bottle of David Beckham

aftershave. Looks at it.

PAUL

Dad was one of those guys who was just born to be a dad. Dad dancing. Footie down the 

park. Took me and my mates to the pub for a pint when we were fifteen. Top bloke. 

Refused to be old - well, he wasn't that old. Mid-fifties, had me young. Could still run 

faster than me, kick a ball better than me. Pretty sure most of my mates liked him more 

than me.  

(He rummages in the cupboard again and 

finds a packet of condoms. Upending the 

box, the last two fall out - he goes to put one 

back, thinks about it, and keeps them both.

(There is a KNOCK on the bathroom door. 

Paul jumps, shoves the condom box and the 

aftershave back in the cupboard and stands 

up.
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(He opens the door cautiously. Eric stands 

there in his mum's dressing gown.)

ERIC

Hi! Paul! How're you doing?

(Paul looks at him blankly.)

ERIC

We met earlier. I was serving canapes. I mean, I'm not a waiter or anything, I just saw 

them there and thought I'd hand them out.

PAUL

Mozzarella balls wrapped in prosciutto.

ERIC

With a watercress jus.

PAUL

It was nice of you to help out.

ERIC

They were getting really limp.

(They both look down.)

ERIC

Anyway. Your mum said I should stop over. I make a mean fry up.

PAUL

Great, OK fine. See you in the morning.

(He does a little wave, still with the condoms 

in his hand.)

PAUL

Oh!

ERIC

Haha! Score!

(They both laugh awkwardly, a feeble high 

hive from Eric lingering in the air.)
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ERIC

Erm, any more where they came from?

PAUL

Huh?

ERIC

Oh, y'know, just, don't want to… make a mess.

(He delicately takes one of the condoms.)

PAUL

Er, sure. Right. Thoughtful. 

ERIC

Night then.

(He winks and heads back down the corridor. 

Paul walks back to his room, looking back at 

the bathroom. Shakes himself back to the 

moment, the job in hand. He holds a 

condom. He's about to knock on his own 

bedroom door but stops himself.)

PAUL’S ROOM - SAME

He enters. The girl lies under the covers, demurely.

PAUL

Hello!

GIRL

Hi. Was wondering what had happened to you.

PAUL

Oh well, I was just… y'know. I think I had a dodgy canape.

GIRL

Oh Paul, you poor thing.

PAUL

(to the audience)

OK, so she does know my name. Damn.
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GIRL

Are you still feeling… sexy?

(She pulls aside the covers a little and pats 

the space next to her.)

PAUL

Er, sure.

(He perches on the side of the bed and picks 

at the Star Wars duvet.)

PAUL

(to girl)

I got these when I was ten.

(to audience)

Return of the Jedi had just come out at the cinema, and Rodney and I - Rodney's my best 

friend from childhood - camped out all night so we could be first in the queue to see it. 

Dad took us. It was freezing and we all had to huddle in this shelter he made out of an old 

tarp. 

And the next night, cos we hadn't slept a wink, he bought me this duvet cover for my bed 

and he promised mum he'd never do that again cos we both got a cold, and I just 

remember staring at Luke's face every night before I went to sleep cos he was my hero. 

I hated it when Mum put them in the wash and put my old Spiderman ones on the bed 

instead and I'd get them off the line when they were still damp and put them on my bed 

again cos I loved them so much.

(to girl)

Sorry, they're a bit shit, aren't they.

(She smiles and kisses him. The lights go 

down.)

MARJORIE’S ROOM:

Marjorie paces in the bedroom, fretting.
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MARJORIE
Shit, shit, shit. What am I doing? He's barely in the ground and I'm…

(She catches sight of herself in the dressing 

table mirror.)

MARJORIE
Good God, what am I wearing?

(She goes to the dresser and rummages 

around. Pulls out another nightie.)

MARJORIE
No.

(She pulls out a skimpy negligee.)

MARJORIE
NO!

(She finds a summery t-shirt, with matching 

shorts. Makes a face. Pulls the shorts on 

under the nightie and with a bit of struggle, 

gets the top on without losing her modesty. 

This is a woman who never undresses in 

front of anybody, not even an empty room. 

Taking the nightie off, she folds it in a neat 

pile and sits down at the dresser. 

(Looking at herself in the mirror - )

MARJORIE
Honestly, woman. You've been widowed eleven days and you're about to jump into bed - 

your MARITAL bed - with your dead husband's best friend.

(Combing her hair, and reasoning -) 

MARJORIE
Well, it's not like you don't know him, he's not a stranger. You've been here before…

(to the audience)
We met at university. Jack and Eric were best friends and in the year above me. Eric and I 

dated for a while, then he graduated and went off to London, and Jack stayed on and did a 

post-Grad, and that's when we got together. Sort of… passed from one friend to the 

other. Not sure Eric really forgave him, but there you go. 
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Lost touch for a while, Eric married, divorced, then came back into our lives a few years 

back. And, here we are. History repeating itself.

(Marjorie throws down the hairbrush and 

starts pacing again.)

MARJORIE

At 11.30pm on the night of Jack's funeral! What kind of a widow am I?

(She gets into bed.)

MARJORIE

Funerals ARE stressful, though. People do odd things at funerals.

(to the audience)

Jack loved funerals. Much preferred them to weddings. He'd make a real effort, would get 

all dressed up and sing extra loudly at the church. Even if he didn't know the person all 

that well, he'd go round the room telling everyone how wonderful they were and what a 

terrible loss it was.

He always said they were a great place to pick up women. Seriously. He said if you were 

single, the best place you could go to get laid was a funeral.

(doing Jack's voice)

"There's four types of people at a funeral, Marjorie. There's the immediate family. 

Husbands, wives, kids, whatever. They're the untouchables. You give them your 

respects, you have a cry, you move along the line. Then there's the friends. Old friends, 

reminiscing, newer friends, judging the old friends, trying to out-friend each other as to 

who knew them best. Then there's the professional mourners - all the old biddies who 

come out to every funeral, regardless of whose it is, just for the tea and cake and a good 

natter. Now, the fourth type - that’s your target."

"Target?" I said. "What do you mean, target?"

"Well," he'd tell me. "These are the people who are obliged to be there, but don't have a 

lot invested in it. A work colleague, perhaps. Family friend. The next door neighbour they 

never really spoke to. Perhaps a fellow dog-walker, the guy down the pub. Cousins, 

second cousins, a mad auntie."

"Sound like a real catch," I said. "These are the people you can get lucky with?"

"Oh aye," he'd say. "And if it's a really posh do, there's the caterers and the band."
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A band!! I wondered what type of funerals he'd been to. Usually the best you can hope 

for is a bit of Stevie Wonder on a CD in the background. Daft old bugger. Anyway, he 

reckoned all that pent up emotion was a real aphrodisiac - in the absence of actual grief - 

that made all these hangers-on desperate for a shag, so funerals were a great place to hook 

up.

(Marjorie looks at herself sat in the bed, 

where she's absently been bouffing her hair.)

MARJORIE
Maybe he was right.

PAUL'S ROOM:

The girl now lies underneath Paul, who bounces on top of 

her unevenly, holding the bedpost for support. He 

grimaces, tries to get into it - but ends up back with the 

audience -

PAUL
The funeral was OK, I guess. Not sure what else to compare it to really, although I can 

categorically state it was better than my mate Richard's wedding, which finished at ten 

pm because every single person had left and gone down the pub. They're still together.

Dad didn't leave any instructions for his funeral. He wasn't that sort of bloke. Some 

people are really particular about it, like they know what song they want played and 

what kind of food, and they do something hideous like ask everyone to wear a pink shirt 

or dig out their earliest photo of them together, so there you are, the night before the 

fucking funeral, sorting through boxes of old bloody polaroids and ironing a minging old 

shirt that's been stuck in the cupboard for fifteen years.

To be fair, he didn't have much time to make any last requests. You're not really going to 

yell "Play You'll Never Walk Alone" as you're falling out of a horse chestnut.

(He looks at us, deadpan.)

PAUL

He was rescuing a cat. 

The stupid thing - the really stupid thing - is that the cat regularly climbed that tree. 

Every time I came to visit I'd see him up there, just checking out the wildlife, having a bit 

of chill time. But Dad obviously thought it needed rescuing. 
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Got the stepladder out of the garage - the one that's always been a bit dodgy since I 

accidentally backed over it in my van - and hoiked it against the tree, ready to play the 

hero. 

The ladder wasn't quite long enough, Dad wasn't quite dextrous enough, and the cat 

freaked out at this bloke trying to dislodge him out of his favourite snoozing spot - and 

that was that. Proper Darwin Awards contender.

The cat died too.

(The lights dim.)

END OF ACT ONE.

MARJORIE’S ROOM - CONT.

The door opens and Eric creeps back in sheepishly. He 

waves the condom at her.

ERIC
Almost had to fight for it!

MARJORIE
What?

ERIC
Nothing. You OK?

MARJORIE
I'm actually feeling a bit… well. Perhaps we shouldn't.

ERIC
OK. You just want a cuddle?

(He sits down next to her on the bed. She 

puts her hand in his. They stay like that for 

a while, then he leans in. And starts nuzzling 

her neck. To us -)

MARJORIE
It’s OK. He’s not actually being wholly inappropriate. We’ve... we’ve...

(She turns to face us as Eric gets to work on 

her neck)

We’ve been shagging for years. 
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So - technically - this is the first time we’ve done it and it hasn’t been... wrong. Morally. 

Legally. Whatever. We’re in love. Well, we love each other - perhaps “in love” is a bit 

teenagey for an affair that’s been going on fifteen years.

Are you shocked? Don’t be. It’s more common than you think. It’s probably what keeps 

most marriages going.

CUT TO PAUL’S ROOM:

Paul’s being ridden for all he’s worth. Over the girl’s 

back, he explains -

PAUL

Mum and Dad were happily married. At least I think they were. Does anyone actually 

ask their parents that? Happy, are you? Divorce not on the horizon? Let me know yeah?

But I think they were pretty good. They still went on holidays together, unlike most of 

my friends' parents, whose mum would be off on a cruise with Janice from down the 

road, whilst their dad would be on a golf course somewhere on the Costa del sol. Or 

hanging out with their sons down the pub, telling them not to get married.

He was a bit of a charmer, my dad. Had a way with the ladies, used to make them laugh. 

They'd all say:

"Oh, Jack, you're so charming. You should watch yourself."

And he'd come up behind my mum in the kitchen when she was doing the dinner, give her 

a cuddle and a kiss, when he thought no one was really looking. And she'd swat him 

away, leaving a floury handprint on his Marks and Spencers jeans. And he did this thing - 

it's silly really - but, he'd pat her hand. Three times. To tell her he loved her.

I. Love. You.

It was their little secret code. I. Love. You. Cute.

BACK TO MARJORIE:

Marjorie lies against the plumped up pillows. Eric is 

under the covers. There is movement. Let’s not wonder 

too much about what he’s doing down there.
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MARJORIE
Jack was a ladies man. Not a womaniser, not at all, but women loved him. He was a 

natural flirt, and I couldn't get cross because he was so natural about it, it'd be like telling 

him off for breathing. He just loved making women laugh. He used to make me laugh so 

much.

And he was a filthy bugger. Under all that charm and gentleman stance he was the rudest 

man I ever met. He'd come up to me when I was cooking and whisper that he wanted to 

fuck me with my rolling pin. Right in front of the kids. I'd tell him to bugger off but I 

knew he'd be waiting for me, up in our bedroom. And he knew I'd come up there.

Paul noticed once. Our code. Jack came into the kitchen as the kids were finishing their 

tea, and sat down at the table. Asked them what they'd been doing at school that day. 

Not really listening. Leaned over and patted my hand, three times. That was his thing, 

after I told him not to whisper rude things anymore in case the kids heard. He'd pat my 

hand, three times, then get up and go to the bedroom.

Thinking about it now, it feels a bit Neanderthal. Here, woman. Come to bed. Maybe 

that's what it stood for. Come. To. Bed. But it felt nice. Almost… romantic. It was our 

secret. Our code.

Anyway, Paul saw it. And after Jack got up and left the room, leaving me sitting there 

feeling all horny, he said "Why did daddy pat your hand?"

I was like "Oh did he love?" thinking, Christ my seven year old son has just seen his dad 

with an erection and he was like "yeah, what's it mean?"

So I just said the first thing that came into my head. It means I Love You. He's saying I 

love you. Which I guess, in a way, he was.

Oh God.

(She starts to cry. Eric pokes his head up from under the 

covers.)

ERIC

Oh, love. 

MARJORIE

I’m sorry! It was nice, I just...

ERIC

Don’t be silly, it’s fine. I’m sorry, I just wanted to make you feel better.
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MARJORIE

I know, sweetheart.

(He shuffles back up the bed and sits down 

next to her)

MARJORIE

I guess I’m just worried he’s... watching. Y’know, if there’s a heaven and all that stuff, he 

might be up there, watching me, watching us, doing this. And then he’ll know, that I’ve 

been unfaithful, and a bad wife...

ERIC

You’ve not been a bad wife.

MARJORIE

Well, I don’t think I’m going to win any prizes! And what would Paul say? He’s 

probably in his bedroom right now, crying his eyes out, so lonely and upset...

CUT TO PAUL’S ROOM:

- where Paul is about to climax, almost entirely against his 

own will -

PAUL

Oh God, oh God...

GIRL

Oh yes! Oh yes!

PAUL

Oh Christ! I think... I’m going... to...

GIRL

Me too! Me too! Oh yes!!

(Paul squeezes his eyes shut and shudders in 

an ecstacy of agony, slamming his fist 

against the wall -)

CUT TO MARJORIE:

- making Marjorie and Eric jump out of their skin -
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MARJORIE
Paul? Do you think he’s alright?

ERIC
I’m sure he’s fine. Probably just... tidying.

(He gets out of bed.)

ERIC
Do you want me to leave?

MARJORIE
I’m sorry. Would you mind? I mean, don’t GO, go...

ERIC
Of course not. I’m cooking you breakfast.

(He puts the dressing gown on and touches 

her gently on the head.)

ERIC
Goodnight, love.

CUT TO PAUL:

- who lies weeping in bed.

GIRL
It’s OK baby, it wasn’t that bad. I mean, I’ve had worse. 

PAUL
(still crying)
I’m sorry.

GIRL
It’s very common at funerals.

PAUL
Crying?

GIRL
After sex, yeah. Sometimes I think it’s not all that worth it. Still. You meet interesting 

people.

(She gets out of the bed, starts to get 

dressed.)
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GIRL
I’ll let myself out.

(Paul watches her go, gives her a little wave 

as she shuts the door.)

IN THE CORRIDOR:

The girl walks along the corridor towards the stairs, just 

as Eric goes back to his room.

GIRL
Alright, Dad.

ERIC
Alright love.

(Does a double take.)

END OF ACT TWO.

INT. LIVING ROOM - LATER

It’s some time later. Paul sits on the sofa, staring into 

space. A shuffle behind him and his mum enters the 

room.

MARJORIE
Oh! Didn’t think I’d have to fight for the comfy spot at this time in the morning.

PAUL
Hi Mum.

MARJORIE
Are you alright, love? Can’t sleep?

PAUL
Not really. It’s been a bit of a day, hasn’t it?

MARJORIE
It has.

(she sits down next to him)
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MARJORIE
It was a lovely service, wasn’t it.

PAUL
Lovely. Good turnout.

MARJORIE
Well, he was a popular man.

PAUL
Yeah.

(to audience)
She looks exhausted. This is going to be weird. I guess I’m the man of the house now. Oh 

God, I may have to come back and live here. Leave London. Get another job. Move in? 

She’s going to be so lonely.

MARJORIE

(to audience)
Bless him, he looks done in. He needs to get back to London, back to his life. And then 

maybe I’ll stop feeling so guilty, and I can start to move on, and Eric can come over a bit, 

and perhaps, over time, we could pretend like we’d just started dating...

PAUL

(to audience)
She’s never going to be able to cope on her own. She’s probably just waiting for me to 

offer, to say that I can start bringing my stuff back next week, and look for some sort of 

temping thing...

MARJORIE

(to audience)
Perhaps we could go on a nice holiday, me and Eric. We always said we wanted to. I hope 

he wasn’t too upset tonight, that I turned him away. Perhaps I should go back up there, 

see if he’s still awake. We could just cuddle, or something...

PAUL

(to audience)
So that’s that then. My life, back in the provinces. Mind you, that girl - whatever her 

name was - she was nice. She must live nearby, perhaps that guy Eric knows. He seems 

nice. Perhaps he’ll stick around a bit, cheer Mum up.
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(Marjorie and Paul look at each other, smiling 

a little goofily)

PAUL
I think I’ll go back to bed now. Get some sleep.

MARJORIE
OK, love. I’ll... do the same in a bit.

PAUL

(to audience)
Poor old love. She must just be desperate for some comfort, some love. Oh, I know.

(to his mum)
Night night, Mum.

(Very deliberately, he reaches over and pats 

her hand. Three times.

(Marjorie sits bolt upright, terrified.)

FADE TO BLACK.
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